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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we model and animate a complex
tree model in a collision free state. We perform
continuous collision detection to collect the collid-
ing elements and resolve the collisions by applying
collision response. There are three phases. In the
preprocessing phase, we generate the tree stems one
by one in a bottom-up manner and apply a correc-
tion method to prevent the intersection between
branches and leaves. To compute the motion of
a tree in a windy environment, we adopt a phys-
ically based approach for considering the interac-
tion between tree branches and leaves. Finally, we
perform continuous collision detection for the tree
model and compute the contact points. Then we
apply collision response for the colliding elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are many kinds of trees in our living envi-
ronment. No matter in the computer movies or
in games, there are efforts for making the scenes
beautiful by showing and animating the natural
trees. Tree animation is attracted much attention
in computer graphics. Many approaches have been
proposed to model different kinds of plants. The
interaction of a tree itself is complex as there are
many branches and leaves. However, many tech-
niques for trees ignore its collisions or simply apply
collision detection to a tree with a simple structure.
Handling the complex interaction of a tree itself is
a challenging problem.

In this paper, we propose an approach for simu-
lating trees with collision handling. The tree mod-
els are simulated naturally in a windy environment.
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To animate trees accurately, handling the colli-
sions within a tree is necessary. Collision detec-
tion is a fundamental problem in computer graph-
ics. Continuous collision detection is widely applied
in physically-based simulation. The first time of
contact for the colliding elements can be computed
so that we can resolve the collision events appro-
priately and make the trees collision free.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many approaches for simulating plants
in different disciplines Tree modelling techniques
are developed. Lindenmayer and Prusinkeiwicz ap-
plied L-Systems to build tree models [1]. Oppen-
heimer used the geometric notion of the fractal
self-similarity to present a fractal model of branch-
ing objects. [2]. Weber and Penn modelled trees
based on the overall geometrical structures [3].
Later, Wong focus on modelling the small plants
to present the softness of the foliage. [4].

In order to handle the interactions of plants with
the environment, physically-based methods are re-
quired, such as the methods introduced by [5],
[6], [7] and [8]. However, physically-based meth-
ods may take a lot of computation. Some tech-
niques adopt different approaches for animating
trees. For example, a tree motion analysis was per-
formed for capturing the motion patterns of trees
in [9] and [10]. In [11], a technique is presented
for generating the leaf and branch motions based
on ”1/f beta noise” which are derived based on
the observation of a variety of natural phenom-
ena. A hybrid approach was investigated in [12]
in which the physics-based method was performed
if it was needed. In [13], they proposed a method
which combined spatial decomposition and oriented
bounding box to solve the self-collision problem. A
method was developed for employing separable pro-
jections and streamlined mechanics to simulate the



motion of vegetation, and could handle the colli-
sions with solid obstacles [14]. The method was
proposed in [15] for handling the interactions be-
tween tree branches and raindrops.

3. Notation

In this section, some notations are presented.
Figure 1 shows the construction of a leaf.

(a) The composition of the leaf.

(b) The composition of the branch.

Figure 1: The construction of a leaf and a stem.

The normal of a leaf: The average of normals of the
triangles that formed the leaf.
The base line of a stem: The center line of the cylin-
der.
Oriented bounding box(OBB): oriented bounding
box is a bounding box that choose the best orien-
tation to wrap the object and it is used to collect
the triangles that need further processing.
Swept bounding box: The bounding box that cov-

ers the movement path of the object between two
discrete time steps.
Positive and negative sides of a leaf leafa: A leaf
leafa have two sides and a normal vector is assigned
to one side. Then the positive side of the leaf faces
in the same direction as the normal vector. An-
other side is the negative side.
Above a leaf leafa: if a primitive lies in the positive
side of the leaf leafa, then the primitive is above
the leaf.
Below a leaf leafa: if a primitive lies in the negative
side of the leaf leafa, then the primitive is below
the leaf.

4. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our approach for building
up the tree models and animating them.

4.1. Tree Models

(a) A branch is discretized into
triangles.

(b) The triangles of leaf
are formed by the end-
points of the venations.

Figure 2: The structure of a branch and a leaf

Modelling trees with complex structures have
been studied. Our focus is on building trees such
that the stems of the trees do not penetrate with
each other in the initial state. We adopt a uniform
structure to model stems and leaves. Of course, our
method can be extended for handling the trees with
irregular leaf patterns. We employ the structure of
the stem and leaf pattern proposed in [5] due to
their simplicity. The structure of a leaf is shown in
Fig. 2. A stem is modelled as a cylinder which is
discretized into several triangles. A leaf is modelled
by a set of triangles formed by the endpoints of the



venations.
Mainly, tree models are built as a set of trunks,

branches and leaves in a hierarchical manner. Each
branch consists of several stems as show in Figure 1.
To build a stem, we need to decide the size, width,
length and orientation of a stem before we compute
its position. First, we build a stem and assign the
origin as its root position. Then we add a new stem
to an existing stem and we treat existing stem as
the parent of the new stem. The end position of
its parent is its start position. In this way, we can
determine the start position of the new stem. If
the width of a stem is smaller than some threshold,
we may generate leaves at the end part of the stem
of the branch. If there is penetrations within the

Figure 3: The hierarchical structure of a tree

tree model initially, the direction of the collision
response force is difficult to determine. In order
to perform correct collision detection handling for
the tree, we need construct a tree in a collision-free
state. We describe the approach for constructing a
tree with a collision free state as follows.
We adopt a bread-first method to generate

branches and leaves. In the beginning, the root
of the tree is generated at depth one. Then we
use the newly created stems (including branches or
the venations of leaves) to generate their children
at the next depth level. The information of the
children is computed based on their parents with
certain fuzziness. The information of the children
includes the width, length, weight, orientation and
some parameters used in a dynamic system. Usu-
ally, the magnitudes of parameters of a stem are
smaller than the ones of its parent. The angle be-
tween a child and its parent is controlled so that the

shape of the branch won’t be too curved. The num-
ber of children of a stem is randomly computed. If
the number of children is more than one, the dis-
tance between the end points of the children should
be large enough so that their next generations can
have enough room. Furthermore, it decreases the
chance that the next generations collide with each
other.

When a new stem is created, we check whether or
not the new stem collides with the existing stems.
To do so, we maintain a bounding volume hierar-
chy of the tree and we compute the OBB of the
new stem. If the OBB of the new stem stema

overlap with the OBB of any other stems stemb or
any leaves leaveb, we check whether the triangles
of stema and stemb(leaveb) penetrate the other or
not. If so, the new stem is removed from the tree.
In the case that the radius of the removed stem is
still large, there will form an incision at the end
of the branch. To avoid it, we traverse from the
removed stem back until a branching stem is en-
countered and all the stems of the branch will be
removed. Notice that collision detection is not per-
formed for the parent and siblings of the new stem.
This is because they are connected with each other.

The orientation and size of a leaf is also affected
by its parent stem. The normal of the leaf is en-
forced to point to the line which is the extend of
the base line of the parent stem, and the size of the
leaf is depend on the radius of its parent stem. The
number of leaves grown on one stem is randomly
computed. We divide the leaf into two parts: its
base stem and the remaining part. In doing so, we
can select the parts of a leaf for collision detection
easily. For example, we do not perform collision
detection between the base stem of a leaf and the
parent of the leaf. This is because the base stem of
the leaf is connected with its parent. Similarly, we
do not perform collision detection between the base
stem of the leaf and the siblings of the base stem.
When a new leaf is created, we check whether or not
the new leaf collides with the existing branches and
leaves. If there is no collision, we add the new leaf
to the tree model. After we have built the trunk,
branches and leaves, we get a tree model that is
collision free.



(a) Front view

(b) Top view

Figure 4: A tree model with 2616 branches and
3385 leaves

4.2. Animation of Tree Models

We use the similar dynamic system introduced in
[5] to animate the tree models. The movement of a
tree is achieved by animating its stems. The move-
ment of a stem is caused by the rotation of its par-
ent and the force in the environment. So that what
we need to compute is the rotation amount of its
parent and update the orientation of the stem in a
bottom-up manner.
To compute the amount for the rotation of the

stem, we need to compute the forces exerting on the
stem. The five different kinds of forces including
wind force, gravity force, restoration force, transfer
force and response force are considered.
Wind force ~F stem

W and gravity force ~F stem
G are

external force. We simply define a direction vector
as the direction of the wind force. The gravity force

is calculated using the following equation:

~F stem
G = m~g, (1)

wherem is the mass of the stem, and ~g is the gravity
force.
Restoration force ~F stem

Restore is an internal force
which attempts to recover the orientation of a stem
to its original ones. Here we use the spring force to
achieve the restoration effect.

~F stem
Restore = ~springdir × (kr × (−spinglength)) (2)

We record the initial position Pini of all end points
of stems after the tree model are created. ~springdir
is a vector points from Pini to the current position
of the end point and spinglength is the length of

~springdir. Kr is a user defined constant represent-
ing rigidity.
In a nature environment, the movement of

the children of the stems should also affect their
parents. Therefore, the transfer force ~F stem

T is
computed which is used for the stems affecting the
movement of their parents.

~F stem
T = KtKr

n
∑

i=1

(

~F i
W + ~F i

G + ~F i
T

)

, (3)

where Kt and Kr are user defined constants repre-
senting transitivity and rigidity, respectively; n is
the number of children of current stem. The two
forces ~F i

W and ~F i
G are the wind force and the grav-

ity force of their i-th child. The force ~F i
T is the

transfer force of the i-th child caused by its chil-
dren.
Response force ~F stem

Response will be introduced in
the later section.
The total force exerting on the stem is the sum

of these forces:

~F stem = ~F stem
W + ~F stem

G + ~F stem
T + ~F stem

Restore+
~F stem
Response

(4)

It should be noted that the angular velocity ~V stem

decreases at each time step due to the damping
effect.

~V stem = ~V stem × (1−Kd) , (5)

where Kd is the user defined constant representing
damping factor. After the force is calculated, the
new angular displacement ~Rt+∆t is calculated by
the following equation:

∆~Rt+∆t = ∆~Rt +∆t

(

~V t +∆t
3

ml2
~τ t
)

, (6)



where l is the length of the stem and ~τ is the torque
of the stem.
Because the structures between stems and leaves

are different, the force computation methods for
them are different. The transfer force is ignored in
a leaf because the influence of the transfer force is
too small in the leaf. Besides, the computation of
the wind force ~F

leaf
W involves with the normal of

the triangles of the leaf.

∆~F
leaf
W = CW~n~w · ~n, (7)

where CW is a user defined constant for controlling
the magnitude of the wind force, ~n is the normal
vector of the end point of a venation or a mid-rid
and ~w is the wind direction vector.
And we give a constraint for the angular displace-

ment so that the angle between the child stem and
its parent stem is not too big so as to avoid severe
deformation.

4.3. Collision Detection

In order to keep the tree model in a collision-free
state during simulation, continuous collision detec-
tion and collision response are applied. We use
orientation bounding box (OBB) [16] to acceler-
ate the collision detection process. We define each
leaf and each stem as the contact primitives. In
the beginning of each time step, we compute the
angular displacement in the current time step and
compute the positions of primitives in the next time
step. Then we construct a swept OBB to approx-
imately bound the swept volume of each primitive
during the current time interval. We perform the
OBB overlap tests for the primitives to collect all
potentially colliding pairs. After that we use the
triangles of the primitives to compute the contact
times between the triangle pairs. Here we use a di-
rect solver from [17] to compute the contact time.
We assume that the primitives move with linear
velocities. The smallest collision times ct of all the
triangle pairs is the first collision time of the tree.
Because we directly use the linear velocity to com-
pute the collision time, the result is not accurate
due to the deformation problem. In other words,
the shapes of the primitives change if we simply use
the linear velocities to interpolate the positions of
the primitives. To solve this problem, we compute
the actual position of the whole tree at ct. Then
we construct a new swept bounding volume for each

primitive and collect the potentially colliding pairs.
We compute new collision time of the tree again in-
side the interval [0, ct] if there is any collision. We
repeat this process until the tree is collision free.
Response force:
Because of the complex structure of a tree, the in-
correct collision response direction causes the prim-
itives to stick together or even penetrate with each
other due to numerical errors. Even the direction
of the collision response force is correct, the parents
of the primitives may pull the primitives so that the
primitives still move in wrong direction. To solve
the problem, the response force is also applied to
the parents of the primitives so that we can decide
at the parent to let the primitives separate. Here
we divide the collision situation to different cases:
the collision between two stems, the collision be-
tween a stem and a leaf, and the collision between
two leaves. The mid-rid of a leaf is the only part
that is affected by the response force so as to avoid
the serious deformation of the other part of the leaf.
The direction of the response force for the colliding

stems :
The point Ps1 and the point Ps2 with the shortest

distance located on the base-lines of two colliding
stems s1 and s2 are found and they are used to form
two different response directions. The response di-
rection of the branch s1 is the vector from Ps2 to
Ps1.
The direction of the response force for a stem and

a leaf :
We defined Nl as the normal of the leaf. If num-

bers of the stems of the branch that beneath the
leaf exceeds a threshold, Nl is used as the response
direction of the leaf and -Nl is used as the response
direction of the stem. If numbers of the stems of
the branch that above the leaf exceeds a threshold,
-Nl is used as the response direction of the leaf and
Nl is used as the response direction of the stem.
Alternatively, we can find the two points Pl1 and
Ps1 with shortest distance between the leaf l1 and
the base-line of the stem s1. The response direc-
tion of s1 is the vector from Pl1 to Ps1. And the
response direction of the mid-rid of l1 is the vector
from Ps1 to Pl1.
The direction of the response force of colliding

leaves :
There are three collision cases between two leaves

leaf1 and leaf2: collision between two base stems,
collision between the base stem and the blade, and



collision between two blades.

The treatment for the case that between base
stem and base stem is similar with the method han-
dling the collision between branches.

In the case for collision between the base stem
of leaf1 and the blade of leaf2, the colliding trian-
gle of the blade tblade are found. We find out the
points Pbase and Pblade with the shortest distance
between the base-line of the base stem of leaf1 and
the tblade. The response direction of leaf1 points
from Pblade to Pbase, and the response direction of
leaf2 points from Pbase to Pblade.

In the case for two colliding blades, the situation
is classified into two situations. The first situation
is that one leaf moves toward the other leaf and
the second situation is that two leaves move to the
opposite directions. In the first situation, the leaf
with the faster velocity is found and the opposite
direction of its movement direction ~V1 should be
considered in computing its response force direc-
tion. The one with slower velocity is received the
reverse response force of the faster leaf (Figure 5).
Because of the influence of the movement of its par-

(a) The leaf runs after the
other leaf

(b) The direction of the
movement of leafs is oppo-
site

Figure 5: The movement relationship between two
leaves. The blue arrow is the direction of the re-
sponse.

ent stem and the curved shape of the leaf, the leaf
may stick with the other leaf (Figure 6). There-
fore, we need to compute another force to separate
the stuck leaves. We use the normal vector of the
leaf to check whether or not a leaf lies below the
other. If so, we give a force with the direction ~V2

to the leaf (Figure 6). For example, if leaf1 is be-
low leaf2, then the force applied on leaf2 points
to the same direction of the normal vector of leaf2
and the reaction force is exerted on leaf1. If leaf1
is above leaf2, then the direction of the force ap-
plied on leaf2 is the negative normal direction of

leaf2 and the reaction force is exerted on leaf1. We
choose the normal of the leaf with the bigger cover
range as the basis of the response direction if these
two leaf both are below or above the other one. In
summary, the normal of the leaf and its movement
direction are used to compute the response force
direction ~V responsedir :

~V responsedir =
(

~V1 + ~V2

)

.normalize (8)

And the response force is:

~F stem
Response = Cr ∗ ~V responsedir , (9)

where Cr is a constant used to control the magni-
tude of the ~F stem

Response. To resist the influence from
the parent of the primitives, the response force is
transferred to the parent too. The common an-
cestor of colliding primitives is found as the final
destination of the transfer process in all kinds of
collisions.

Figure 6: One leaf is below the other. In this case,
the vertical response vector should be given. The
blue arrow is the direction of the response.

5. RESULT

We implemented our approach and performed ex-
periments on a CPU with 2.6GHz. We rendered
the tree models using OpenGL. We built some trees
and simulated their behaviours.
Here we show some pictures of our simulation

results. We also compute the average cost of pro-
ducing one frame in first 100 frames and record the
minimum cost and the maximum cost during these
100 frames. To see the swing direction of branches
and leaves clearly, the simulation result of the sim-
ple tree model with 14 stems and 21 leaves is shown
in figure 7 first, and the average time to produce one
frame is 0.16897 seconds (range from 0.206 seconds
to 2.971 seconds). And the simulation result of the
tree model with 256 stems and 302 leaves is shown



Algorithm 1 Continuous collision detection pro-
cess
1: while the current time step is not finished do

2: Compute all forces exerting on all primi-
tives, in the order from the leaves to the root
(trunk) in the current time step.

3: Compute angular displacement of all primi-
tives in order to find out their expected po-
sitions.

4: Construct a swept OBB.
5: Perform the OBB overlapping tests to collect

all potentially colliding pairs.
6: Compute the first collision time ct of these

potentially colliding pairs.
7: while there is collision within the interval [0,

ct] do
8: Update tree’s future position to the colli-

sion time.
9: Construct new swept OBBs.

10: Perform the OBB overlap tests to collect
all potentially colliding pairs.

11: Compute the first collision time of these
potentially colliding pairs.

12: end while

13: Compute response forces for the colliding
pairs.

14: end while

15: Render the tree.

in figure 8, and the average time to produce one
frame is 9.164 seconds (range from 3.24 seconds to
27.33 seconds). Both of these two models are af-
fected by wind force with four different directions
and strength and the collisions within the tree mod-
els are handled.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a method to han-
dle the complex interaction of a tree itself in a
windy environment. We build the tree models with
a complex collision-free structure and a physically-
based method is applied for animating the trees in a
collision-free state. We employ continuous collision
detection and then perform an iterative method to
resolve all the collision events. We also consider
the collision response between leaves, branches and
the trunks of the trees. We have showed that our
method can create and animate trees naturally.

(a) no wind (b) wind vector is (10, 0, 0)

(c) wind vector is (-7, 0, 5) (d) wind vector is (-4, 0, 0)

Figure 7: The tree with 14 stems and 21 leaves
affected by the wind force with collision detection.

(a) no wind (b) wind vector is (10, 0, 0)

(c) wind vector is (-7, 0, 5) (d) wind vector is (-4, 0, 0)

Figure 8: The tree with 256 stems and 302 leaves
affected by the wind force with collision detection.



In the future, we would like to develop a fast
method for resolving collisions in trees, and also
apply parallel computation techniques to speed up
the simulation process. And we also want to sim-
ulate the stems being destroyed due to the strong
wind loading and defoliation phenomena.
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